Identification of human autoantigen La/SS-B as BC1/BC200 RNA-binding protein.
Rodent BC1 RNA and primate BC200 RNA are small cytoplasmic non-messenger RNAs that are phylogenetically unrelated. Nevertheless, the two RNAs exhibit a large degree of parallelism. In addition to some sequence similarities in their 3' domains, they are prevalently expressed in a similar subset of neurons and belong to a small group of transcripts with a somatodendritic location. Both RNAs are complexed with proteins as ribonucleoprotein particles (RNPs). Their similarities may even extend to analogous functional roles, for example, in the regulation of decentralized dendritic translation. To shed further light on the physiological role(s) of the BC1/BC200 RNPs, we began to analyze protein components that specifically bind to these RNAs. Ultraviolet-crosslinking experiments and affinity purification techniques revealed that the human autoantigen La/SS-B is associated with BC1/BC200 RNA in vitro and in vivo. As with other RNA polymerase III transcripts, La protein binds with high affinity to the 3' end of BC200 RNA. Our results suggest that an additional function of La may be control of dendritic translation by providing a link between the 5' Alu domain of BC200 RNP and the ribosome via the La protein dimer. The fact that La binds both BC1 and BC200 RNAs further supports the notion that the RNAs are functional analogs despite the fact that they arose from two separate retroposition events in two different mammalian lineages.